Waste for Use
Advocacy for Waste Awareness and Healthy Environment Conservation
PO BOX 42741 | Atlanta-Georgia 30311 | 404-997-2334

Volunteers support each aspect of Waste for Use’s development. A strong network
of volunteers is critical in the attainment of our mission. We seek contributions
from volunteers that envision growing with Waste for Use to facilitate progress in
every aspect of our organization.
We are currently accepting resumes from volunteers for several organizational
functions. Interested applicants should send resumes to careers@wasteforuse.org.
All applicants should note that each position is currently unfunded and will
transition into a fully compensated position following entity funding. For details
about forecasted funding fulfillment contact careers@wasteforuse.org.
Volunteer Coordinator
The volunteer coordinator recruits, assists in training, and manages volunteers for various Waste
for Use service activities. The volunteer coordinator will also aid with leadership of the volunteer
program, and coordinate and maintain record keeping for the program.
Relationship Facilitator
The relation facilitator will contribute by discovering, cultivating, and realizing opportunities for
partnerships via government, business, and civic groups. The role will serve as initial point of
contact for business relationships and service project agreements. Concurrently, the relationship
facilitator is appointed to perform collaboratively with the fundraising moderator to secure and
moderate relationships among various targeted segments.
Fundraising Moderator
One who contributes to Waste for Use as a fundraising moderator will direct corporate funding
activities, develop and execute fundraising program plans, grant writing, procure leads for
funding contribution opportunities, collaborate with relationship facilitator to build relationships
with corporate donors, solicit contributions from corporations and individuals, and help measure
the effectiveness of fundraising initiatives – according to organizational agenda.
Curriculum Specialist
One who contributes to Waste for Use as a curriculum specialist will be contracted to act as a
consultant for the development of education programming. The curriculum specialist will be
charged with generating recommendations on effective curriculum planning, curriculum
development, and approaches to deliver educational messages via schools and education
platforms.

